Vortex ripples in sand are studied experimentally in a one-dimensional setup with periodic boundary conditions. The nonlinear evolution, far from the onset of instability, is analyzed in the framework of a simple model developed for homogeneous patterns. The interaction function describing the mass transport between neighboring ripples is extracted from experimental runs using a recently proposed method for data analysis, and the predictions of the model are compared to the experiment. An analytic explanation of the wavelength selection mechanism in the model is provided, and the width of the stable band of ripples is measured. Ever since the establishment of a conceptual framework for pattern formation [1] , the description of patterns formed in sand by the flow of wind or water has posed a challenge to the community [2 -7] . Despite diverse efforts including coupled map models for ripples and dunes in air [2] , stochastic models for ripples in air [3] , or continuum equations based on the symmetries of the problem [4] , theoretical understanding has remained sparse. For example, all models display a coarsening of the ripple/dune pattern, but the coarsening does not terminate at a final selected wavelength, as is frequently observed in nature. Furthermore, the models are heuristic, and it is not possible to make a quantitative comparison with experiments.
Here we study vortex ripples [8] , which are created by an oscillatory water flow, such as that generated near the sand bed by a surface wave. Vortex ripples have attracted attention as an example of a nonlinear pattern forming system with a strongly subcritical first bifurcation [6, 7, 9] , which cannot be described by conventional methods like amplitude equations [9] . As most other sand patterns, they display coarsening and saturation at a finite wavelength. The approach pursued in this Letter combines a simple model for the fully developed pattern with a sophisticated data analysis which allows one to extract the key model ingredient -the interaction function f͑l͒-directly from the experimental runs. In this way the validity of the model can be tested, and additional features required for the description can be identified. As far as we know, this is the first quantitative comparison between theory and experiment for a sand pattern. The basic ideas are general, and we expect that the theoretical formalism combined with the experimental analysis can be used for related sand patterns (e.g., the one studied in [5] ), or other strongly nonlinear systems.
One-dimensional vortex ripples can be created in an annular channel [6, 10] , ensuring the pattern to be subject to well-defined periodic boundary conditions. Freely grown ripples are created from a flat bed by a coarsening process, which eventually saturates at an equilibrium state, where the ripple lengthl is almost independent of the frequency n of the driving and proportional to the amplitude of the oscillation of the plate a [8, 11] . Here we are mostly concerned with the stability and evolution of the ripple patterns themselves, and not with the instability of the flat bed, which has been discussed elsewhere [9, 12] . By creating a homogeneous ripple pattern, where all ripples have the same length, and changing amplitude and frequency, the stability of the pattern is probed. In this way it was found that there is a stable band of ripples, l min ,l , l max , for a given set of driving conditions [7] .
Recently, a simple model was proposed, which describes both the coarsening and saturation of ripples, and reproduces the existence of a stable band [9] . In its simplest form, the change of the length l j of the ripple j is a function of l j itself and the lengths of the neighboring ripples:
The interaction function f͑l͒ describes the transfer of mass, and consequently length, between neighboring ripples. Behind each ripple, due to the water oscillation, a separation vortex forms, which causes an exchange of mass between the ripples. f͑l j ͒ is the amount of sand which is taken by a ripple of length l j from its downstream neighbor during one-half of the oscillation ( Fig. 1) . At the same time ripple j loses an amount of mass f͑l j21 ͒ due to the action of the upstream ripple. Adding the reverse process for the second half of the oscillation results in the model (1) [9] . The purpose of this Letter is a test of this model through comparison with experimental data. mirror, C, which is filmed from above by a CCD camera with a resolution of 640 3 480 pixels. The channel is attached to a motor, D, by a 1.5 m long arm E, which oscillates the channel in an almost sinusoidal fashion. We create initial conditions with small ripples by oscillating at a small amplitude. The experiment starts when amplitude and frequency are changed to their desired values. Throughout this paper, we use only the condition a 6 cm, n 0.6 Hz. We want to emphasize that there is nothing special about this condition, the same qualitative results are obtained for other parameters. Growing the ripples from initial conditions with homogeneous ripples smaller than l min results in a final number of 19 -21 ripples with a length (averaged over 16 realizations) ofl͞a 1.25. The uncertainty in the length due to periodicity is around 5%. The images are transformed back to Cartesian coordinates, and the lengths l j are found by fitting them to triangles with fixed slope (Fig. 3a) . From series of consecutive l j , the temporal change, ᠨ l j , is established, and a space-time plot of the ripple evolution is constructed. Figure 3b shows the evolution starting from a small initial wavelength, which leads to the annihilation of ripples. Around each annihilation the ripples have not been analyzed, as it becomes inaccurate to fit the triangles during these events.
Measuring the stable band.-By running the experiment with different values of a until a homogeneous pattern occurs, we create initial conditions with a different number N of ripples. From this initial pattern, the experiment is started with the above parameters, and run for 10 000 periods. We have created initial conditions with N [ ͓17; 24͔ and observed that for N . 234302-2 234302-2
Mass transfer model.-The model (1) was originally presented in Ref. [9] , together with a more refined version. A stability analysis of the homogeneous state l j ϵl shows that ripples are stable (unstable) if the derivative f 0 ͑l͒ , 0 ͑.0͒ . For a convex interaction function, the lower stability boundary l min therefore lies at l marg , where f 0 ͑l marg ͒ 0. To investigate nonlinear pattern evolution within this model, Eq. (1) is supplemented by the rule that ripples which reach zero length are annihilated and removed from the system of equations, while the remaining ones are relabeled.
Simulations of the model starting from typical initial conditions [13] in the unstable band l , l marg show that an equilibrium wavelength is reached which is essentially independent of the initial wavelength, and depends only on the interaction function f͑l͒. To gain some insight into the selection mechanism, it is useful to recast the model into potential form by writing it in terms of the position x j of the troughs between the ripples defined by l j x j11 2 x j . Then ᠨ x j 2≠V ͞≠x j , with the potential V given by
where N is the number of ripples. It is then plausible to conjecture that the equilibrium lengthl can be found by minimizing V for homogeneous ripples, under the constraint that the total length L Nl is conserved. This implies thatl is determined through the Maxwell construction applied to f: Zl 0 dl f͑l͒ lf͑l͒ .
Comparison with numerical simulations shows that (3) systematically overestimatesl, with a better performance the steeper the stable branch of f. Our interpretation is that the deterministic dynamics gets stuck in the multitude of metastable states of (1); recall that any homogeneous state withl . l marg is a stable, stationary solution. Since the mean ripple length can increase only by annihilations, its evolution freezes once all ripples are in the stable band. The wavelength predicted by (3) should therefore be an upper bound on the actual equilibrium wavelength, which is true in all cases we have considered. Data analysis.-Given the time series l j ͑t͒ we want to (i) evaluate how well the model (1) describes the evolution of the ripples and (ii) extract the interaction function f͑l͒. For the analysis, we write (1) in the more general form
where f l , f c , and f r denote the left neighbor, center, and right neighbor interaction function, respectively. This yields an additional degree of freedom as the functions are not required to be equal.
We want to determine the optimal transformations f l ͑l j21 ͒, f c ͑l j ͒, f r ͑l j11 ͒ in the sense that they minimize the error
The problem is solved numerically by the alternating conditional expectation value algorithm [14, 15] . The algorithm works by varying f l,c,r in the space of all measurable functions until convergence to the absolute minimum of x 2 [14] . The results are nonparametric functions which are given in numerical form by points, e.g., ͓l j , f c ͑l j ͔͒. An upper bound on the error, e.g., on f c , is given by s fc max l ͑df c ͞dl͒ ? s l , with s l being the measurement error at the point l; analogous estimates apply to f l , f r . The error in the points on the l axis is estimated using the above result and equals roughly the errors in the given values of l.
The quality of each of the resulting functions is given by the maximum correlation c l,c,r of one of the terms with the sum of all the others [16] . A value of c 1 implies a perfect result, lower values indicate either imperfect modeling or (measurement) noise or both.
Results.-We have performed the analysis on data from 18 realizations of a coarsening process initiated with approximately 60 small ripples and run with a 6 cm and n 0.6 Hz. Figure 1 shows the three functions f l , f c , and f r averaged over the 18 runs. Clearly there is some noise, but the functions are very similar as expected from (1). The maximum correlations are found to be C l 0.66, C c 0.88, C r 0.72. The uncertainty in estimating l amounts to about 2 mm, with a maximum slope of f of around 3 3 10 23 ͑period͒ 21 , the absolute error of f is 6 3 10 24 cm͞period. This means that the result does not fluctuate due to lack of data, rather the model (4) does not account for all the variation in the ripple evolution. We will return to this point later.
The maximum of the function lies around l marg 1.08a, which is a little larger than what was found by the numerical simulations in [9] . Concerning the shape of the function, it is interesting that the slope in the unstable band l , l marg is much larger than the slope in the stable band l . l marg . As the slope is a measure of the time scale of the dynamics, this implies that the initial coarsening stage is much faster than the equilibrating stage.
To use the resulting function to integrate (1) numerically for evaluating (3), information about the smallest ripples is needed. With a lack of such information, we have extrapolated linearly to l 0, Fig. 1 , dashed line. Varying the slope of the extrapolated part by a factor of 2 in either direction does not change the final number of ripples. Figure 3c shows a space-time plot of the numerical integration. The model predicts a qualitatively similar behavior as the experiment; however, the instability of the small ripples develops slower in the model than in the experiment. If the extrapolated slope for the interaction function is made steeper, this instability will evolve faster in the model.
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The model also overestimates the final ripple length. For similar initial conditions and system size, the final number of ripples is typically 18, whereas the experiment yields 20. Evaluating the Maxwell construction (3) using the measured function and extrapolating to account for the larger ripples, givesl 2.2a, which lies far outside of the range of definition of f͑l͒. Evidently, the experimentally determined f͑l͒ belongs to the class of interaction functions for which the upper bound given by Eq. (3) is not useful.
The upper bound of the stable band, where new ripples are created, was found to be l max 1.45a. At this point, an infinitesimally small ripple, inserted in the trough between two larger ripples, is able to gain mass from the neighbors, and thus grows. If the model shall capture this behavior, Eq. (1) yields that f͑l max ͒ should be smaller than f͑0͒ [9] ; otherwise the right-hand side is negative and a small ripple disappears. The measured interaction function (cf. Fig. 1 ), however, suggests the opposite. Even with the large uncertainty inherent in the extrapolation, a bend which makes f͑1.45a͒ , f͑0͒ is hard to imagine. We therefore conclude that the model in the form (1) is not able to quantitatively predict the creation of new ripples. The reason for this apparent failure relates to the model being developed essentially as an expansion around a homogeneous state [9] . But in the case of a creation, the state is as inhomogeneous as it can be: a very tiny ripple flanked by large ripples. To account for this, the interaction function should be described as a function of the length of the ripple creating the separation bubble, l i , but also of the length of its neighbors. Ongoing numerical work indicates that it is most relevant to write f ϵ f͑l i , l i11 ͒ where l i is the length of the ripples creating the separation bubble, and l i11 is the one "touched" by the separation bubble (see inset of Fig. 1 ). In fact, the whole coarsening process is dominated by highly inhomogeneous configurations, and this might also be why simulating (1), using the measured interaction function, does not produce exactly the correct final ripple length.
Conclusions.-We have demonstrated that we can extract the interaction function f͑l͒ from spatiotemporal data of the evolution of the profile of the sand surface. The nonlinear data analysis shows its full strength, producing nonparametric function estimates, where any parametric approach would have failed. With the interaction function it is possible to model the evolution of the ripples, in particular, their coarsening and equilibration.
The prediction from the model of the existence of a stable band is indeed observed in the experiment. The lower bound is predicted at l marg ͞a 1.08 6 0.03, while the measurement gives l min ͞a 1.13 6 0.03. In a similar experiment [6] , the lower bound of the stable band was found to coincide with the final ripple length: l min l, whereas we find that l min ,l. The difference between the two results might be apparent only, as the number of ripples in the annulus of [6] was 10 or smaller, giving rise to an uncertainty in the ripple length on the order of the difference between l min andl.
The dynamics responsible for the evolution of a 1D ripple pattern are also relevant for 2D ripple patterns. However, in the latter case, topological defects will be present [7] , and the final length selection might be determined by the motion of these [9] .
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